**DuBridge States Federal Aid Danger To Higher Education**

**Trentor To Be Featured At Assembly**

Yes, it does mean science and society to win a witty three-year attack on federal aid by Ralph W. Michael, who will speak at 8 p.m. Thursday, April 11, in the Lecture Hall, sponsored by the Student Body prexy, Ralph DeDulce.

By Student Body prexy, Ralph DeDulce. (Continued on Page 6)
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CAMPUS BREWINNS

Blacker sharpened his fangs last Saturday night for his scheduled镍 exchange (12) for Oyv women. Unfortunately, P. P. Schuster was unable to be here to look out for us, so he was out with pristine Dalorems from the Bell Telephone, excepting his mighty position. He and his friend and fellow had gone over to the West to pick up two people and didn't arrive at the festivities until nearly intermission. Taking a detour by the branches, the troops were met by Herbert Vohren, London Orchestra (20).

The success of all this effort was noted—even the audience flashed bleaker—Trudy Ewing (12) and the other Wasch was not only there, but in situ and tantalized from the Meck-Meck-Too-Ly legend. Everybody everywhere had been recognized with Moral Fiber in forefront.

The glimmering, evil eyes of the Court of Cardinals vented positively on Don Schindel and the eager got clutching at everything. The eternal phony (11) about (no) bodies covering the same space was questioned and the Cardinal set his sights on first base and was awarded the display of mascots. Rainy, Remote, Smiley, Swine, was marked, however, that the youthful, New York, could not be there, it would be better to move. The dance floor, and we are assuming the origin of common Schindel. They can't even handle the responsibility of a face.

Mike Hall had laid an illusion (11) about another, and promptly sought out Rom. Trooper and trapper are now part of much excitement. They have decided that a party of 14 is quite a bit down in the corner of the Neverland, the people in (19) on front of Trooper, and功能上电器. Since then television camera and microphone have been employed to record his remarks and actions. A local Jew (19) after joy—only to the W. of. course. They'll not eat all of money, but also store to enter. We've heard of said plant, the Union staff, and Bob Madison, who was panning away at home, for his date for this last Saturday night. During the same, Libby's husband, it was unheard that Fisher (be here) to Fisher (be here) Saturday night, and Madison (be here) to Fisher's Uncle Harvey and Havens (be here) to Fisher.

Assembly anonymous, at least.

3. Invited to watch this always shines in Southern California.

4. They are called troopers. We've heard of them.

5. The West, and the Huts and Nutthurs.

They regimentally report, however, that the party was not only comely arcipelago, and尽管 the Ann's annual entertainment, painting, deoquentation, and Air-winking faction posed, one franc was seen lurking in Fred Wood's eyes, evidently knowing enough, soon Ilke calling Sunday night. This party was, incidentally, Corty's first attempt at outbursts and a Chairmanship, and he achieved anew record in goals per minute of amorous, perspiration (20).

The Flaming Thursday Party was dignitarily pure and shadow-like. The boiling eyes (28) was quite bereft with it and reported to Black in whiskers. John Rogers, however, was at said Thursday Party with Bertie, whom he has familiarized * (28) with his incessant bitching about the instances of this crooked world. It is this technique, not, we are doubtful. Don Morse, the chemist, spilled over a spectacular show in the lab and was rushed to the hospital curiously enough the same hospital where his staminal * (28) in a curse. Obviously a new and removed age.

The Flaming Frenzings (28) have last cleared out the plane. But we wish that they wouldn't stack the sweatpants out eating.
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Drives On Campus

For some time, the Board has been very much concerned with the repeated pledge of "Charity Drives" on campus and the time has come for some action on this situation. In the past a man has twice a term, and many have voted an opinion to do completely away with such drives. However, the Finance justify their view that it is a good policy for the reputation of the Institute to take part in such drives as the Red Cross, March of Dimes, Community Chest and WSRIF.

The Board, in trying to find a solution satisfactory to both the student and the Student Body proposes the following plan as a first step in remedying the situation: All drives on campus, with the exception of the YWCA, would be consolidated into one yearly drive to be held three to four weeks after the opening of the first term. Issuance of cards would be distributed so that donations could be directed to such organizations in the proportions desired by the donor. The total payment could be made at that time or possibly put on the following Institute bill, as wished.

The Board feels that this plan would do away with the continual stopping for donations and the ill feeling that it breeds and yet would help the various organizations which are dependent on such donations. This plan is by no means definite, for the Board is very anxious to get Student Body ideas and opinions before taking any action. To insure the adoption of a policy that will meet with your approval, please talk over this situation with some member of the Board.

ASCIT Finances

In accord with the ASCIT Board of Directors' concern for the financial condition of the ASCIT, Ralph Lovberg last week in this column explained the exact situation as it existed and the possible solutions to the problem in an effort to arouse some thought and comment from the Student Body so that the Board could have some idea just how the ASCIT body feels about the definite plan.

The result seemed to be that, for the most part, the Student Body did not want to see any ASCIT activities cut but did want to see something done. ASCIT was necessary in order to put the ASCIT on a sound financial footing.

In a request that the Student Body continue to discuss the situation while the Board makes a further study of just what would be the best remeoy.

Your opinions will be greatly appreciated by any Board member.

Who Dealt This Mess

By Curt Fox

The hand for this week is one of the more difficult to be found in the tournament. Unfortunately it was incorrectly printed last week, the East and West hands being correctly labeled, but reversed in position.

North-East
2 ♠ K 10 4
4 ♦ J 10 8
5 ♢ Q 3 1
2 ♣ 9 7 5 3

West-East
2 ♠ 10 7 3
4 ♦ J 8 2
5 ♢ Q J 10 9
2 ♣ 4 9 7 6

East dealer, North-South vul.

The suggested holding is

North's first round pass may be detected, but it looks like a good trap pass from whose site.

Par on the hand is for East West to bid and make game. This begins to appear difficult after the first three tricks, when West must open the King of trumps. This, if made, opens the hand, generally follow the Ace and Jack.

Now, even though the Heart thrust finds West left with a potential Heart loser, no ace how he squirms.

GAD!

How many magazines does it take to fill a baby carriage?

One Madisonville, one Country Gentlemen, a Look at the Liberty's ... and Time.

The best play is to win the third trump round in East and lead a loop Spade. Perhaps South holds the Ace, but not the Queen, and will come up. When this does not happen, the Spade is ruffed, and Declare returns to dummy with a Club, to lead and ruff another Spade. Perhaps the Ace or Queen will drop. When this fails too, he is reduced to taking the Heart Trumps and running Clubs. This is a last desperate try for some sort of end play, and it works. North must blank either the Ace of Spades or the Heart King. If aceblanking, South may put Declarer in a jam. But he will still win by making the natural assumption that North blanched the honor in the soft from which he discarded at the only upper trick. To make the play, he at the hands of the time of the last Club lead.

The last Club lead forces a discard from the North hand. Whichever suit North drops next from East will be the Lead, the Lead is ruffed and the third two cards a King of Spades and Good King of Spades. If it was the Heart, the Heart Ace April, if nothing, and again and King of Spades is ruffed as an entry. If the actual Jack is good, fulfilling the condition.

For next week consider—
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mountain evening flute will take you to the mountains for a picnic at the Santa Anita Country Club. This two and a half hour camp, full of live music, beautiful valley views, and general camping fun will put a smile on your face.

After dinner there will be dancing in the camp lodge on both the calypso and camp square dances. After a few hours of the exciting entertainment the guys and gals will be ready to stagger back over the hill.
Thincipads Take Honors Against LAS and Loyola

Beavers Roll Up 83 1/2 Points In Night Track Meet, Nine First Places

California's varsity trackmen turned out three times last Friday as they walked away with the honors in a four-way meet with Loyola University and Los Angeles State College at the Beavers' track. The Beavers rolled up 83 1/2 points to take the meet. Loyola was second with 61 1/2, while Pacific was third with 54, and the Los Angeles State College finished with 40 points.

Schroeder High Scorer

The night really made Ted Schroeder's sophomore season. Schroeder harnessed his potent running ability to capture the 440 yard dash in 48.2, a meet record of both the hurdle races and took the time of 10 min. 21.5 sec. for the mile, a school record of both men.

Wall Pfister Slides into third safely in Saturday's game against Whitetail at Tournament Park. Pete Kilard goes through turns on second baseman Mike Lakes as the runners take the eighth with a fourth run for a 5-7 victory.

Swimmers Splash Easy Over Bulldogs; UCLA Tougher

Last Thursday the swimming team started off the weekend with a 60-11 win over the Bulldogs swimming team. The only event in which Redlands managed to do better than third was the diving which they won. The trophy, too, went their way. Since Redlands had nothing left but five stylists the breast and back swimmers were left for the last in their specialties. Well took third in the 220 (swimming backstroke) most of the week and Cugle won the 100, breaking the winning variance for a 5-0 win over the Bulldogs.

Lambies Swat Oxy By the Score of 7-2; Face Pomona Here

Last Saturday Johnny Lambies tennis team continued its winning ways in continuing its seemingly unerring Oxy on the Tigers. The Oxy tennis team continued on its winning streak by the score of 6-4, 2-6, 6-0, and 6-2, bringing their overall record to 23-2.

Engineer Baseballers Drop Whittier 9-7

Beavers in First Poet Victory After Many Years; Stallkamp Stars

The Caltech Beavers put up a 57 victory over the Poet nine Wednesday at Tournament Park by scoring in both bases on both sides. Whittier got its 7 runs by stealing 3 bases and out- hitting the Beavers who scored 9.

Techno score 7 runs both in the eighth and ninth innings, led by the Poet most of the game. Stallkamp's double in the first set the stage for one, and the game came to a Whittier.

The Caltech Beavers put up a 57 victory over the Poet nine Wednesday at Tournament Park. Poet's star Don Blacker was unable to get to the Engineers one run lead.

Tennis Power, Greaves, has a little trouble winning in two more runs to clinch the game for the Beavers. A rally in the ninth of the ninth lifted the Beavers from the Poet one run, before being retired, with two men on.

Game Highs

Mary Greaves, right, Bruce Hedt- rich for his pitching, Lou Stallkamp for his hitting, and the Tech infield stopped the Poets for no runs away with the game.

The Beavers are still weak in the infielding department. But the infield is tightening up in every game and certainly succeeded the difference last Saturday. The Engineers are developing into a tight team and should do something in the (Continued on Page 6)
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DUPLICATE STATES

3. The standards of higher education must be maintained; and the principles of higher education should be extended to "all those who are intellectually qualified to meet them.

Federal Control

4. Federal support without Federal control is not only meaningless and unsatisfactory, but it is potentially an immoral and destructive force whose only result is to mislead and confuse.

Therefore, in order to meet Federal control and probably interfere with academic freedom, direct Federal subsidies are undesirable.

Scholarships

However, "Poorly administered--and unsuitable--research grants may be of advantage to the university and the government. They do not serve the needs for buildings or endowment and they do not open the door of Federal control." DuBridge also emphasized Federal scholarships to promising students.

In closing his address, Dr. DuBridge again pointed out the dangers to higher education under Federal control and ownership.

Highest Order

"Scholarship is a delicate flower. Though its early roots have survived a thousand years of persecution, professors have come to full glory only in a few plots and in a few hands in human history. Here in America today it is in as no other place in no other time. And even here, I submit, it thrives best in those places where its freedom is least nearly unrestricted. We shall not want to run even the remotest danger of destroying this flower. Rather we need to redouble our efforts to insure the flourishing of scholarship in America.

Progress

"I think no one can argue that the positive way to insure that this flower does not die is to throw it into the university into the lap of the Federal government. Much as we may welcome the government in purchase of some of the services rendered by our university, we welcome it as an owner. If this were to happen, it would be a great tragedy for the University. At the end of the six-weeks course students will be given an opportunity to travel throughout the republic. The Switzerland of West Europe is the most centrally located of the South American republics. In short, a local conference on the subject of the most interesting countries to visit and to travel through.

SCHUSSING

(Continued from Page 4)
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"by the authoritative slicing of this past winter.

Small Crowds

The crowds haven't been as large since vacation, with the result that the hut is looking very empty. We are waiting now for the bus to go to go so that we can run out our spring construction. A goodwill gesture plus a bit of help from the Tech Service League is going to enable us to get a lot of good construction accomplished before the summer vacation. So now and watch the paper and this column for our first weekend party.

SUMMER COURSE

(Continued from Page 3)

In addition to visits to points of historical and cultural significance within the city of La Fez, from weekend excursions to the Guaternos, Copahuish, Boralia and other places of especial interest to foreign visitors will be offered by the University. At the end of the second week our six-course students will be given an opportunity to travel throughout the republic. Switzerland of West Europe is the most centrally located of the South American republics. In short, a local conference on the subject of the most interesting countries to visit and to travel through.

TALKING IT OVER

(Continued from Page 5)

run the 200 yards around the curve. In fact, it is even rumored that the pole-vault run way is around a curve. This is no more to have money on since it could very easily go either way.

SPLASHERS

The swimmers tackle Pepperidge Thursday at the PCC pool. If the Waves have invested as much dough in their Morton's as they have in their football squad Murray boys will really have to turn on the steam. Not enough coaches have been given Dick Libby who has been consistent in coping the 100 and 200 in great clockings. Within the next few years Dick should have broken every sprint record in the West--keep your eye on him.